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_ ~eaders~of this letter (9L-SOme of them_at least)~h!lvJ'_(LeJe~c.tej:t.Jn_ r~c~enLissues,_al1o--1lppar-""",,~_~_I~"_. 

ent note of pessimisisni~ regarding ~the market outlook'": ~ T~hiseffect -is not necessarily intended. ~~ 
The writing of stock-market commentary is an exercise in which we have been engaged for a while 
now t and we have become familiar with the expectations of a portion of such commentary's reader-
ship. Those expectations require the writer to be either unqualifiedly bullish or bearish, lest 
he be accused of the occupational sin of hedging. 

Unfortunately, much of the time the stock market itself does not foster the adaptation of an 
opinion at one or the other extreme of the bull-bear scale. About half the time, perhaps, equi
ties are providing the sort of exceptional returns that they, almost alone among financial 
assets, can generate, or, alternatively, the market is inflicting on its participants large and 
painful losses. The other fifty percent of the time it becomes a much less exciting affair where, 
with hard work and careful selection, decent, if not spectacular, returns can be achieved. What 
we have been trying to do, of late, is to suggest the possibility that we may now be in transi
tion to such a period. 

We are asserting, in other words, that the stock market, on an intermediate-term basis, may 
be overbought. This is a common phrase among technicians which also tends to engender misunder
standing. It is, first of all, not a pejorative term. Indeed, as we shall see, the ability of 
the market to reach a short-term overbought condition is often indicative of an above-average 
long-term momentum. What "overbought", when used by technicians, tends to mean is that a class 
of indicators known as oscillators are at the extreme high end of their historical range. 

Let us take, as an example, one such indicator we have used for many years. It is construc
ted simply by taking the totals of weekly advances and weekly declines for the past twenty-five 
weeks and subtracting the latter from the former. For consistency over time, the result is con
veniently expressed as a percentage of issues traded • 
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it has attained since World War II. The plurality of advancing stocks over declImng ones for 
the past twenty-five weeks was 12,793, or 22.82% of issues traded. Approximately 16% is normally 
considered an overbought condition. 

However, what must be emphasized is that it is not the attaining of an overbought condition 
by itself that signals the presence of market risk. It is the attainment of such a condition, 
followed by a fairly protracted decline, usually almost to the level where the twenty-five week 
advance-decline differential is close to zero. Furthermore, even when such a signal proves to be 
correct, the result may not necessarily be a bear market, but, rather, an intermediate-term cor
rection or even a simple consolidation. 

The most recent case may perhaps be instructive. In January-February of 1983, the twenty-five 
week oscillator reached a positIOn roughly comparable to the one in which it found itself two 
months ago. Ten months later it had reached negative territory. This, interestingly enough, was 
a month before the high reached by the Dow in November, 1983, which in turn led to the eight
month, sixteen-percent decline into July, 1984. On the other hand, there have been many cases 
where a correction, properly forecast, has not amounted to much at all. Six months into the 1949 
bull market a similar condition was registered. This produced nothing more than a short decline 
coincident with the outbreak of the Korean War, after which the market marched merrily on to new 
highs within a few weeks. 

Now, as noted above, this particular indicator reached its high only a couple of months ago. 
We can make some guess as to its future action. Since it is based on a twenty-five week period, 
we know those weeks which will be being subtracted from the totals for the next few months come 
from the period December, 1985 - March, 1986, and they are almost uniformly good ones. We may 
thus infer a strong likelihood that this oscillator, absent unusual market strength, will trend 
down for the next few months. However, along with other indicators we have been referring to in 
this space, its lead time is significant, and it is certainly not, at this stage, forecasting 
immediate lower prices. Even should it begin to do so as time goes on, other indicators will be 
required to assess how much lower, if at all, these prices ought to be. At the moment the oscil
lator is doing no more than suggesting that a somewhat more normal stock market era may, in the 
past few months, have arrived 6 
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Dow-Jones Industrials (12:00 noon) 
S. & P. 500 (12:00 noon) 
Cumulative Index (6/5/86) 

1880.52 
245.97 

3184.45 
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NO statemcnt or e~presslOn of opl11l0n or any other maner herein contained IS or IS to be deemed to be dlrectlv or Indirectly, an offer or the soliCitation of an offer to buy or sell any secullty referred 
toor mentioned The mailer IS presented merely fOI the convemence of the subSCliber While we believe Ihe sources of our Iflformatlon to be reliable we In noway represent or guarantee the 
accuracy thereat nOI 01 the statements made herem Any action to be taken by the subSCliber should be based on hiS own mvestlgatlon and II1tormatlon Delafield, Harvey, Tabelt Inc, asa 
corporation and liS oHlcers or employees may now have or may later take pOSlllons or trades Ifl respect to any seculltles mentioned m this or any future Issue, and such poSition may be 
different from any views now or heleafter expressed In thiS or any other Issue Delafield, Harvey, Tabell Inc which IS registered With the SEC as an Investment adVisor, may give adVice to liS 
II1vestmenl adVISOry and other customllrs mdependen\!y 01 any statements mode m thiS or In any other Issue Further Information on any security mentioned herein IS available on request 


